Sound frequency representation in cat auditory cortex.
Using the intrinsic signal optical recording technique, we reconstructed the two-dimensional pattern of stimulus-evoked neuronal activities in the auditory cortex of anesthetized and paralyzed cats. The average magnitude of intrinsic signal in response to a pure tone stimulus increased steadily as the sound pressure level increased. A detailed analysis demonstrated that the evoked signals at early frames were scaled by the sound pressure level, which in turn indicated the presence of a minimum level of sound pressure beyond which stimulus-related intrinsic signal can be generated. Intrinsic signals evoked significantly by pure tone stimuli of different frequencies were localized and arranged in an orderly manner in the middle ectosylvian gyrus, which indicates that the primary auditory field (AI) is tonotopically organized. The arrangement of optimal frequencies obtained from optical recordings of the same auditory cortex, which were conducted on different days, was highly reproducible. Furthermore, other auditory fields surrounding AI in the recorded area were allocated based on the observed tonotopicity. We also conducted unit recordings on the cats used for optical recording with the same set of acoustic stimuli. The gross feature of the arrangement of optimal frequencies determined by unit recordings agreed with the tonotopic arrangement determined by the optical recording, although the precise agreement was not obtained.